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By Larry Wise

Recommending Easy Draw Bows

M

any of you reading this
have already faced the
stark and cold fact that “we
ain’t as young as we used to be”!
Some of you have already thought
about reducing the peak weight on
your bow because last year it was a
little tougher to draw back on those
cold November mornings. Or, you
have actually turned out those
weight bolts to reduce your hunting
bow peak weight so your shoulders
don’t “bark” so much after you shoot
a few shots. I started reducing my
hunting peak weight five years ago –
I’m down to 53 pounds now and
thinking about going a little lower.
As a dealer you know lots of guys
who need to face or who have already
faced this “reduced capacity” reality.
You may also deal with the lowstrength issue among the women
and youth who frequent your shop
and a few of your customers may
have physical challenges that limit
their ability to draw the higher peak
weights that they used to draw. The
challenge you face is fitting them

This Barnsdale d-flex target bow is typical of an easy-draw bow. It’s designed to
have a soft draw feel to it so that the user
can shoot lots of arrows in tournament
situations – it’s a great shooting bow but
most people want lots of speed and a little shorter bow for in the woods and that
creates problems for those who physically
can’t handle the harder–to-draw fast
cams.

with a bow that produces enough
arrow speed to do the job but yet is
easy for them to draw. Since not
everyone can draw those big-camhigh-speed bows you have to “sell”
them on the fact that they can still be
effective in the woods with lower
peak weight. It’s a tough job but
somebody has to do it...and you’re
that somebody!
Since I have been using reduced
draw weight for awhile I have some
ideas about what it takes to be effective in the woods, some minimum
standards that should be met and
some knowledge about the “easy
draw” bows that meet or exceed those
standards. Choosing an easy-draw
high-efficiency bow is where the
action’s at for those of us who just
can’t or choose not to buy one of those
big-cam high-speed creations we see
in all of the advertising these days.

I did this force-draw curve of the Bear
Truth when it first came out a few years
ago. It is a good example of a fast hunting
bow. The curve shows how the draw
weight increases quickly to peak weight
and stays there for 7 inches. This is how
more energy is stored (shown by the area
under the curve) so more energy can be
transferred to the arrow. Speed is great
but it’s not free because you have to be
able to draw the bow across those 7 inches of peak and for some that’s not easy.

HUNTING OBJECTIVE
So what are we trying to do when
we go to the woods hunting deer? Are
we trying to shoot at them from 40,
50 or 60-yards? Are we trying to break
through shoulder bone? The simple
answer to these questions is an
emphatic “NO”! And we don’t
“NEED” 330 feet-per-second arrow
speed either – although lots of guys
“THINK” they do.
Don’t get me wrong, we’d like to
have all that speed but, then again,
we’d all like to have a Corvette, too.
But the simple truth is that we don’t
need that Corvette to go to the grocery store - and we don’t “NEED” that
super fast bow to shoot whitetail deer
either. What we need is a simple bow
that fits us properly, draws easy and
allows us to shoot an arrow into a 9
inch paper plate at 20 yards.
Anything more than that is not necessary – desirable, maybe, but not
necessary.
It would also be nice if the arrow
had at least 45 foot-pounds of energy.
That would be enough energy to
drive an 85 grain broadhead through
the rib cage of a deer – in one side
and out the other. With a sufficient
amount of energy, paper-plate accuracy and a bow matched to the
archer’s abilities the job will get done
with high grades. When hunting,
being effective is far better than
being flashy!

WHAT MAKES AN
EASY-DRAW BOW?
Contrary to what you might first
think it is not 80 percent let off. NO,
it’s not how much the draw-force lets
off but where in the draw stroke that
let off occurs. A compound bow is
easy to draw when the draw force
stays at peak weight for only 2 or 3
inches and then begins letting off
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toward a lower holding weight. This
makes the graph of the force-draw
curve rounded looking on the top
instead of flat across the top for 6, 7
or 8 inches like the super fast hardcam bows. The weight doesn’t have to
let off a lot; it only has to get off of
peak weight sooner.
When I raise my bow, target or
hunting, I typically rotate my body a
few degrees toward the target. When
I draw my bow from this position I
use my torso muscles to assist my
arm and shoulders. As my torso
rotates and returns to my desired
stance position my arms must take
over the remainder of the draw stroke
and if that draw stroke remains at
peak weight beyond the 23 inch distance then my triceps and deltoid
can get over-stressed. If you don’t
have a high degree of arm strength
this is a problem and can, over time,
cause soreness and injury.
Reducing the peak weight may
not solve the problem. Changing the
distance the draw stroke remains at
peak weight, however, will solve it.
Reduce the “dwell” at peak weight
(keep it to only 2 or 3 inches) by using
a softer-draw cam and you may find
that you can still draw a relatively
high weight but avoid the shoulder
stress.
Don’t forget that today’s bows are
highly efficient and make plenty of
arrow speed. Choosing a 65 to 70

A few years ago I had a Mathews
Conquest 4 on which I installed the factory-designed Super Soft Cam. The curve
shows a more gentle increase to peak
weight and a rather short 3 inch dwell at
peak. At the 20 inch distance the weight
on the bowstring begins to decrease making this a very easy bow to draw. Yep, you
give up some stored energy and some
arrow speed but for those with shoulder
problems it makes drawing the bow possible and pain-free.
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percent let off design will help in this
regard as the lower let off not only
shoots better (your human errors
don’t affect the string so much) it
stores more energy and that propels
the arrow faster.

DRAW TEST
I saw a neat shooting tip on one
of the bowhunting TV shows last
week. It was done by my good friend
Rob Kaufold at Lancaster Archery. He
showed a seated bow hunter how to
adjust the draw weight downward
until he could draw the bow with relative ease from a sitting position.
From a seated position you should be
able to raise the bow to the intended
target and draw it straight back to full
draw. It was a great demo of what you
might have to do from a tree stand
and helped the hunter arrive at a
peak weight he could handle. Pass it
along to your customers.

STORED ENERGY AND
KINETIC ENERGY
Drawing the bow will bend the
limbs and that, in turn, will store
energy. During the power stroke the
limbs unbend and transfer most of
that energy to the arrow. The amount
of energy that gets stored is important because higher stored energy
levels drive arrows faster and faster
arrows, in most cases, improve arrow
penetration. But (I must add this
here) even if a bow propels an arrow
at 400 fps the bow and arrow is still a
primitive weapon!
Looking at some examples of
compound bow force-draw curves
you can learn about stored energy
and easy-draw versus hard-draw
cams. The force-draw graph plots
shown here give you visual images
that instantly show how an easydraw or soft-cam is different from the
harder-draw cams. The harder cams
take advantage of holding the draw
force at peak weight for a much
longer distance, 4 inches to 8 inches,
as compared to the softer draw cams
that hold the draw force at peak
weight for only 2 or 3 inches.
Although dropping off of peak weight
sooner reduces stored energy it also
reduces the strain on the smaller
upper-arm and bow-drawing mus-

cles of the shoulder making the bow
“easier” to draw. Remember, all the
stored energy in the world is no good
to you if you can’t draw the bow!
We want arrow speed and penetration but how much is enough? My
experience with my son, Todd, over
the past 15 years points us in the
right direction. At 12 he had his first
hunting experience with a 40 pound
compound Xi Prodigy. That was a
great little draw-adjustable youth
bow that he used to harvest his first
buck; a nice eight-pointer. He
worked for two months to build the
strength needed to draw 40 pounds
and to hit the foam deer target at 15
yards. I felt he needed that much
draw-force to give the arrow enough
energy to kill a deer. As I recall, that
little bow stored about 56 foot
pounds of energy and transferred
about 75 percent of it or 42 foot
pounds to the arrow. That’s enough
to do the job as the deer he shot only
went about 35 yards. So, at close
range, 40 foot pounds of arrow kinetic energy is enough to be our minimum bowhunting standard.
Three years ago Todd hunted
with me in Kansas. Just six weeks
before our hunt trip he broke his

My friend Kyle stopped by recently for a
little help setting up his new hunting bow.
To set the draw weight at a manageable
level I had him sit in a chair, raise the bow
and then draw. After reducing the peak
weight to 52 pounds he was able to do
that with ease so that’s where he needs it
set for hunting this year. Next year he can
start practicing in the spring and be able
to raise the weight to 60 pounds.
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right collar bone in a little bike
mishap. As a result we didn’t know if
he would be able to draw a bow at all
so when he met me in Kansas in
November we lowered his bow’s draw
weight to 42 pounds. He could then
draw across his stomach and raise up
to full-draw-position. But that was
enough draw weight to take a giant
ten-pointer that gross-scored 184
inches. The shot distance was under
20 yards and the deer ran only 60
yards.
Forty-two pounds is enough but
we sure would like to be drawing 50
pounds if we can. We want to be sure
that our arrow shoots fast enough to
have enough energy to pass between
ribs on the near-side of the deer and
continue through ribs on the opposite side as well. That should always
be our objective – in one side and out
the other! And 40 to 45 foot-pounds
of energy will do that but if we can do
more then all the better.

SAMPLE
FORCE-DRAW CURVES
My current hunting bow is the
PSE Shark-X single cam. It has the
same NI single-cam on it as my PSE
Money Maker target bow. It draws
smooth and doesn’t over stress my
draw-side deltoid and rotator-cuff
muscle groups. That means I can
practice a few shots every day and

My son Todd had little trouble dispensing
this big Kansas ten-pointer with his bow
set at 42 pounds. That’s all he could draw
due to a broken collar bone – but it was
enough to do the job at 18 yards.

draw the bow easily on cold mornings – and sacrifice very little speed.
The force-draw curve is shown.

Number 1 arrow shown with my bow
passed completely through two different bucks last hunting season –
and gets the starting job again this
fall! This system works well and I can
draw it with ease on cold mornings.

ACCURACY AND
THE SIGHT SETUP

My current bow is a PSE Shark-X single
cam. My old worn-out shoulder is able to
handle this force-draw curve on cold
mornings in November and the bow provides superb accuracy and 260 fps at 53
pounds. I really like the accuracy part!

At 53 pounds pushing a 370 grain
arrow this bow provides a speed of
258 feet per second. That translates
to an arrow kinetic energy of 54.7 foot
pounds (370x258x258/450240 =
54.7). The force-draw curve shows a
stored energy of 71 foot pounds making the bow 77 percent efficient
(54.7/71 = .77). That’s a really good
machine and more than enough
kinetic energy to kill whitetail deer,
elk, bear, caribou and moose. My

A 9 inch paper plate is a great model target size for shooting deer. I can set my top
sight pin at 22 yards and cover the plate
from 10 yards out to 30 yards. At 15 yards
my arrow hits a pinch high, at 20 it’s near
the “X” and at 30 it’s a few inches low. In
50 years of bow hunting I have yet to kill a
deer over 28 yards.

As mentioned earlier, the minimum accuracy standard for bow
hunting should be a 9 inch paper
plate at 25 yards. Your customer
should be able to hit the paper plate
with his/her first shot with a broadhead from a distance of 25 yards.
Missing the first shot means there is
still work that has to be done, either
on the shooter or on the equipment...
or both!
Beyond that little test a good
bowhunter needs to practice at
longer distances to improve his/her
shooting skill. I use three sight pins
on my TRU Ball Armor Tech sight, 22
yards, 33 yards and 44 yards. The top
pin is the one I use for hunting and at
22 yards it covers ranges from 10
yards out to 30 yards. When the deer
is within my limit of 30 yards I hold
the top pin on the middle of the rib
cage and shoot. I don’t get cute about
it at all – after all I’m using a peep
with a really big hole in it so my true
pin-point accuracy is not there.
Good back tension shooting form
gets me the rib cage results I need
without fail.
The other pins, 33 and 44 yards
are mostly for practice. I like to know
for sure that my broadheads are flying and grouping well from long distance; I don’t plan to use them for a
shot at a deer. It’s like I tell everyone
that attends my hunting seminars, if
all three pins are on the side of the
deer then shoot – ‘cause he’s close!
My three pins, in other words, are my
range finder. Wait until the deer gets
close enough to fit all three pins on
his side and you’ll have the best
chance of making a vital hit.
Getting a deer to stand still at 44
yards while you range his distance,
raise, draw, aim and shoot is a very
rare occurrence so I prepare for the
most probable situation – a deer
within 30. When the deer is close he
has less chance to jump the string
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and dodge the arrow and you have a
good chance to hit where you are
aiming.
Beginners should use only one
pin so they aren’t tempted to do
something they are not capable of
doing. Giving them more is like giving a 16 year old that Corvette I mentioned earlier – they’ll try to use it
and exceed their ability to drive it.
Keep it simple because “simplicity
performs under pressure”!

BOW SURVEY
Several bow manufacturers
make top-quality soft-draw or easydraw hunting bows. It’s simple to
pick them out of a manufacturer’s
product catalog – they’re a little
slower than the hard-cam highspeed bows that get most of the
advertising. So when you see the
bows that are IBO Speed rated at 320
to 350 fps just flip a few more pages
through the catalog and look for
those bows rated at 280 to 300 fps
because they’re the ones that have
softer cams and are easier to draw –
and getting to full draw is the first
step to getting usable speed.
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the Blackhawk EZ Draw. It may be
easy to draw, “the smoothest in the
industry”, but it still packs lots of performance with a 290 fps IBO speed
rating and all of the high tech design
features you find on any top-of-theline bow.
The Blackhawk comes in two
axle-to-axle lengths, 31.75 inches
and 32.25 inches, with two cam
bases. Each base can be fitted with
one of three modules to accommodate draw lengths in the 25 to 30 inch
range. The Brace height is either 6.8
inches or 7.125 inches depending on
the cam size but both cams let off to

80 percent and are available in 60
pound maximum or 70 pound maximum weight. Parker spokesman,
Paul Vaicunas, is quick to point out
that “the low mass weight, 3.86
pounds, is a result of Parker’s engineering of the Quad Vent Riser that is
available on the Blackhawk, a feature
no other company has.” He continues by pointing out that “most companies reserve their high tech risers
for their super fast bows but Parker
likes to put those features into a bow
that the average “mature” hunter
wants, can handle and still provides
solid performance. Many Parker customers call us to say that the EZ Draw
has extended their bowhunting by 5
to 10 years.” That’s why this bow has

PARKER COMPOUND BOWS,
Mint Spring, VA (parkerbows.com or
540-337-5426)
It’s easy to spot the easy-draw
bow in the Parker catalog, it’s called

I use three pins on my hunting sight.
They’re set at 22 yards, 33 yards and 44
yards. When all three fit on the side of the
deer I know the deer is within 30 yards
and in my effective range. I practice from
long distance to be sure my broadheads
are shooting well but have yet to shoot a
deer at long range.
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Parker Bows makes the EZ DRAW
Blackhawk. They expressed great pride in
designing this bow with all the high-tech
features they can provide while still making it useable by those more mature
hunters who want and need the softerdraw.

Don’t let the name, Brute, chase you
away from this brand new bow from PSE.
It features the HP cam that replaces the Ni
cam in the 2011 line and draws smooth at
50 pounds. The Ni cam remains on the
popular Chaos One bow and offers the
same easy draw curve as my Shark-X. Both
offer ample speed although my favorite is
still the Ni version.
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been in the Parker line for at least
seven years and remains popular. I
like the grip section, the balance and,
of course, the smooth draw stroke.
PRECISION SHOOTING EQUIPMENT, Tucson, AZ (pse-archery.com
or 520-884-9065)
The PSE Chaos One is a 30-1/2
inch bow that features the Ni cam
that I like so much on my Shark-X. It
weighs in at a low 3.2 pounds and
comes in 40 pound and 50 pound
maximum draw weights. It offers
draw lengths from 24 to 28 inches so
it might not fit the taller bow hunter.
The new 32 inch long 2011 Brute has
the redesigned Ni cam called the HP
and fits draw lengths from 25 to 30
inches and draw weights of 60 and 70
pound max. The model I tested drew
very smooth at 50 pounds so I can
mention it without any reservations.
HOYT BOWS, Salt Lake City, UT
(hoyt.com or 801-363-2990)
The design staff at Hoyt installs
their Cam & 1/2 Plus system on several bows and that makes them eligible for mention here as soft-cam
bows. The Contender at 38 inches
axle-to-axle with a 7-1/8 inch brace
offers a smooth draw and 301 fps
arrow speed. The really nice thing
about this cam system is that it is also
draw length adjustable. The Vantage
Pro has the same cam system but is
41 inches long so it, too, can be called
an easy-draw bow.
The easiest Hoyt bow to draw,
however, is the Vantage LTD model
which is equipped with the almost
round AccuWheel. At 45 inches axleto-axle it’s a bit long but if you need
that length to draw and release with
your fingers then this is the bow for
you. The round wheel design will
make it the easiest to draw of any
bow in production today.
DARTON ARCHERY, Hale, MI
(dartonarchery.com or 989-7284231)
The Darton PRO5000T is a relatively easy bow to draw at 39 inches
long. It can be ordered in friendly 40,
50, 60 and 70 pound draw weights
with an 8-5/8 inch brace height and
75 percent let off. It is nice to get a

bow like this to full draw and still
have 292 fps arrow speed at 60
pounds. But if you don’t like the 60
pounds you can turn it down and
still have plenty of effective arrow
speed.
BEAR ARCHERY, Evansville, IN
(beararcheryproducts.com or
800-694-9494)
The Bear Charge makes my list
of easy-draw bows at 30 inches long
and draw lengths ranging from 26 to
30 inches. It comes in 50, 60 and 70
pound maximum weight limbs and
features 80 percent let off. I like the
adjustable inner cam so you can set
the draw length without a bow press,
the compression molded limbs and
the simplicity of the entire bow system – it’s really all you need in a
hunting bow.
MATHEWS, Sparta, WI
(mathewsinc.com or 608-2692728)
The one bow from the Mathews
line that stands out to me is the 35.5
inch long Prestige. It features draw
lengths in the range of 22 to 29 inches and draw weights of 40 to 70
pounds so that you can get that “feel
good” weight that doesn’t overstress
your shoulder. Several years ago I
tried to fit the Mathews Super Soft
cam onto a Prestige but just couldn’t
get the draw length I needed (31
inches) because I thought it would
make a really good hunting bow for a
guy like me with worn-out shoulder
and neck parts. The standard package, however, draws fine at 50 to 55
pounds draw weight and makes a
very manageable system for hunting.

CONCLUSION:
What I hope you take from this
article is that there is a way for most
kids, guys and gals to get to the
woods with a hand-held compound
bow. You don’t have to have a huge
amount of speed (we didn’t 20 years
ago) to make a killing shot on a
whitetail deer or any other North
American game animal. What you do
have to have is a bow that fits you, a
bow that you can draw properly and
a bow that gives the arrow at least 40

foot pounds of kinetic energy.
For sure, it’s better to have 50 to
60 foot pounds of arrow energy so we
try to draw over 50 pounds if we can.
But we don’t have to destroy what
remains of our tired shoulders to do
it. The soft-cams available on top-ofthe-line bows are out there but you
have to “sell” them a little to help
those customers that really need
them. Yeah, I know that it’s a tough
sell and you won’t be able to reason
with some customers but “ya gotta
try” anyway to get them outfitted
with a weapon that they will manage
more effectively. A good line I find
reaches a lot of guys is “A fast miss is
still a miss!”
I prefer to manage my bow well
so that I can hit EVERY shot including that one and only shot you may
get at that big or not-so-big whitetail
buck this fall. Meat on the table is
always worth more than two fast
arrows in the bush!
Good luck making your customers more effective hunters.
Keep well, shoot straight.
Larry Wise
EDITOR’S NOTE: Larry’s books
are available from Larry Wise
Archery, 402 Locust Grove Road,
Mifflintown, PA 17059 for $14 + $3
postage. Titles available are Tuning
Your Compound Bow, Tuning and
Silencing Your Bowhunting System,
Bow and Arrow: A Complete Guide.
The phone number for Larry Wise
Archery is (717) 436-9168.
Larry Wise is also available to
conduct one and two day
CoreArchery Academies on shooting
form. Personalized coaching is now
available on-line via Skype, and video
clips of Larry offering bowhunting
tips can be seen on the bowhunting.net website. To contact by email,
use larry@larrywise.com and see that
website for more information.
For past articles by Larry Wise,
see ArrowTrade Magazine’s twin websites: Dial-up internet users can go to
arrowtrademagazine.com while the
user-friendly arrowtrademag.com
requires a high speed connection.
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